SUMMER 2021
A word from the Chairman
I hope you and all at your
school are well.
I was reflecting recently that
this is my 53rd year in
education either as teacher,
head teacher and, latterly, as
Consultant, and it has been
the strangest and most
difficult yet.
And I say this as an outsider.
I have not had to deal with the 1001 (and counting) problems which
have beset you and your staff, pupils, parents and the whole of your
school community. The ongoing issues with Covid-19 ranging from
lockdowns, remote learning, DfE pressure, tutoring and other matters
pertaining to the individual school context have all combined to deliver
an academic year which seem to be never ending.
And the story continues….
This week I was hoping to visit my first small school since October. By
this time of the academic year that number would have been at least
60. Two days before my visit I as informed by the head teacher that
due to the rising number of cases of the Delta variant it would be safer
to postpone until September. This I was reluctantly happy to do as we
agreed that it was the only option.
That was a personal story but there is little doubt that we at NASS have
missed the regular physical contact with members and friends of the
small school community. Our forays into the world of Zoom have
proved both popular and successful allowing colleagues from across
the country to see each other and share news, views, opinions, advice
and just developing relationships. These will continue with further
details of dates, subject matter etc. elsewhere in this Newsletter.

One particular success was the BERA Conference ‘Small schools, big issue?’ which took place on
Tuesday June 15. Originally planned for June/August 2020 as an event in Truro, the online version
allowed more colleagues from across the world of Education to participate than may have been
possible at one location. Further details and details of how you can be involved in the follow up
activities can be seen below.
As this is the last NASS Newsletter of the current academic year, it only remains for me to say on
behalf of all Trustees, that we have great admiration for all you have managed to achieve during the
past year both educationally and in keeping your schools safe. We remain here to support you in
any way possible so please do not hesitate to make contact should you need to do so.
Have a restful, relaxing and enjoyable summer.
Best wishes
TC&SS
Neil

BERA Conference: ‘Small schools, big issue?’
June 15th 2021
For this first National Conference about small schools for many years, the organisers
brought together a varied mix of colleagues to focus upon specific aspects in order to
give a broad picture of issues affecting this sector of the education world. This was
reflected in the programme for the day.
Each contributor had a twenty minute slot to make their presentation and to respond
to questions from the audience. Some presentations also involved an audience vote on
specific items.
The programme was:
Ø The Education Inspection Framework and small schools

Prof. Daniel Muijs, Deputy Director of Ofsted
Ø Understanding small schools in rural and coastal communities

Prof. Carl Bagley, Queens University Belfast
Prof. Sonia Blandford, CEO of Achievement for All
Ø The Rural Schools Network Project

Mr. Andy Wolf, Deputy Director of the Church of England Education

Ø Small schools and education policy in England
Ø Prof Tanya Ovenden-Hope, Marjon University Cornwall
Ø Developing a small schools manifesto
Dr. Cath Gristy, University of Plymouth
Mr. Neil Short, Chair of the National Association of Small Schools
*************************************************************************************************
Developing a Small Schools Manifesto.
Beginning a manifesto – determining priorities collectively…
As part of the presentation Dr. Cath Cristy and myself formulated a number of thoughts, many of
them taken from the NASS Charter for Children along with a number of other sources.
We were able to create a list of priorities for development and promotion
§ Small schools at the heart of the communities
§ Small schools as research engines for development in teaching and learning
§ Small schools as centres for developing good practice through collaboration and
partnership
§ Small schools as assets NOT liabilities. Schools are long term resources for communities
§ Small teaching teams as agile and efficient, responding swiftly to change
§ Small schools as places for positive and influential relationships between schools, pupils, parents
and local communities
§ Small schools as centres of innovation in education and communities
§ Small schools as locality hubs and repositories for culture and history
During the conference a vote took place from members of the audience and the three most popular
selections are highlighted.
These will not necessarily form the main areas of the manifesto as we are anxious to involve as many
colleagues as possible in discussion and debate over the next few months.
We proposed that the next steps should include:
• A series of regional discussions – face to face/virtual – with school leaders and teachers,
through the summer and autumn of 2021
• A workshop in late November 2021 leading to the production of a draft manifesto based on
all these discussions

• The draft to be circulated and finalised by the end of 2021
• Launch of the agreed Manifesto in early 2022
• Full promotion through Spring 2022 to all relevant parties including local and national
government.
• Presentation at national and international conferences
• Dissemination via the various universities and other groups which were represented at the
conference
This will be an important and valuable activity as it will place the role of the small school at the
forefront of education.
There has already been much interest from colleagues about being involved with the development
of the manifesto and an initial meeting will take place in early July. Other groups in Lancashire, Kent
and Norfolk have already organised events in September but we are seeking to gain a wider body of
opinion and debate.
If you wish to be involved with one of the working groups, organise your own with colleagues locally,
send your own thoughts and opinions or have a say in the final draft document, then please contact:
cath.gristy@Plymouth.ac.uk
Neil Short on uep@btinternet.com
Or any member of the NASS team.
Thank you for your help and support.
**********************************************************************************************
One interesting fact appeared during one of the votes taken during a presentation when the
following question was asked:
What do you believe to be the single most important policy related factor to negatively impact on small
schools?
Academies/MATs:
Funding:
Curriculum:
Exams/SATs
OFSTED

6%
84%
0%
2%
8%

I will leave colleagues to reflect on these figures and draw their own conclusions.
**********************************************************************************************

A recording of the Conference was made and is available free to all BERA members.
Should colleagues wish to join this organisation then please make contact with NASS.
The BERA Conference also provided a focus on the leadership skills required of the small school
head teacher. A colleague based at the University of Huddersfield and new to NASS, Katie-MorigiEades is at present undertaking a study of this aspect of small school life. Here she provided the
rationale for her work and some initial thoughts.
Rural and remote school leadership – is it really all that different in the country?
I am a rural person, born and bred. For eighteen years, I grew up in a tiny village in the Vale of Belvoir
with a few lampposts and one bench; no shop, no school and buses few and far between. I was the
only child in the village and caught the bus to my local village schools until the age of fourteen. In
my schools, headteachers were also our class teachers (as well everything else in between) and I
always thought this was what it was like in every school. So, you could say I have experienced
rurality and rural education at its finest and, arguably, at its most challenging.
As a teacher, I worked in large, diverse urban primary schools for eight years, experiencing a very
different ‘style’ of education and when studying for my Master’s, I discovered a wealth of literature
that related to leaders in urban schools but very little recent work relating leading small, rural
schools in England. International research from countries such as Australia and Canada suggests
that leaders in these contexts face unique and highly contextualised challenges, but where are the
voices of our rural leaders in academic publications? It is this that my doctoral work is focused on –
the doing of school leadership in rural and remote primary schools in England.
But is it really all that different in the country? Although this research is far from complete, the initial
data suggests that, yes, it is markedly different leading in the rural context. These primary school
leaders face challenges that urban leaders rarely have to think about, all whilst wearing multiple
hats. Delegation is not only hard but often impossible and they face challenges from policy makers
and technocrats (such as Ofsted) who often fail to recognise how important context is. The National
Funding Formula has not brought fairness but has increased the gap between urban and rural school
funding. Quite simply, rural and remote schools and their leaders are not effectively represented or
recognised in policy.
However, they also recognise that they are unique - they are valuable assets that lie at the heart of
our local communities and it is imperative that we understand how they work. Now I find myself,
with the help and generosity of my participants, able to explore exactly how primary school leaders
in rural and remote areas of England do leadership, what makes them ‘tick’ and how they navigate
the often complex and urban-centric policies the government regularly issue out to schools each and
every day.

Getting back to normal
A few weeks ago we sent an email asking for ‘examples of the ways you are progressing after the
Covid-19 restrictions. Indeed, it will be a pleasure NOT having to restrict ourselves to the subject!’
Specifically
• How you are getting back to normal
• Changes to timetable/curriculum
• Plans for the rest of the terms
• Special events planned etc.
And we received the following:

Michelle Hannaford from Sudbury Primary School, Derbyshire
We are celebrating our 190th anniversary with an outdoor garden party for the children on July
16th. The children will be kept within their bubbles for traditional party games, dancing and of
course some food and a birthday cake! Originally, we hoped to invite parents and the local
community but due to Covid restrictions
this is not possible. We feel that the children
need a celebration and something positive
to end what has been a very different school
year.
As a small village school that has been at the
heart of the village for so long, keeping the
strong links within the community has been
a challenge in recent months. Everyone has
been very patient and we are very much
looking forward to welcoming everyone
back into school.
As a new Head, there are many people I
have not met properly yet, or I only
recognise when they are wearing a mask!
The children have kept the spirit of the
school very much alive in recent months,
and if anything, our school community feels
closer than it has been for many years.
We are very proud of the children, their
resilience and strong sense of fun. We are
one big family, divided into 2 bubbles. We
have been through an unusual, shared
experience and are hopefully coming out of
it still smiling.

Lisa Richmond – All Saints CE School, Nottinghamshire
We are still under the restrictions we have been under since September 2020, so things still don’t
feel ‘normal’.
I am currently planning for two scenarios for September 2021, one with restrictions and one
without! I am hoping it will be without, but I am not so sure.
The changes we have had to make have been many, but we have managed, as have all schools. We
have done what is right for our own settings.
We have class worship each day and a celebration assembly each week via google meet.
The nativity performance was filmed in sections and sent to parents, they loved it.
The KS2 performances are happening but again, this is being filmed in bubbles and will be sent to
parents.
Sports day was planned in bubbles – it happened to rain on the day so we will hopefully do it before
we finish – equipment was bought for each bubble and we had already decided that the event would
not be open for parents.
Our leavers service will be held in the church but not with whole school and only one parent for each
child can attend. We will have the whole school standing, socially distanced in their bubbles, along
the path back to school to clap them as they leave the church.
We held our carol service and Easter service on the playground – because we are a small village
many of the villagers heard the children’s singing and contacted us to say how lovely it was.
We have commissioned a mosaic for one of the outside walls of our building to celebrate the year
we have had – the design is incredible and once in situ I will send a photo!
Because Y6 have not had many of the things they may have had in a usual year we are having a camp
out in the final week – they will stay after school one evening and have a water fight, a disco, a shared
meal (pizza or fish and chips!), play games on the field in the late evening, hot chocolate and s’mores
followed by camping out in the hall with a film to help get them drifting off to sleep! The following
morning they will have a shared breakfast and we have organised a willow weaving activity where
they will all weave leaves for a giant willow tree to be attached to the school fence – should be good!
(quite how I have been persuaded to actually stay at school overnight and do this I do not know but
I suppose it is all about helping them make beautiful memories isn’t it!)
This is an overview of our year and how we have tried to still do the things we love, just in a different
way – roll on the summer holidays though, exhaustion doesn’t even come close to describing it!
Footnote: We had to ask about “s’mores”. For those as equally uneducated Lisa says that they are
biscuits with marshmallows sandwiched between-they are an American thing-tend to cook them over
a camp fire!!

Francesca McGoughlin – Sparkwell All Saints Primary School, Devon
This half term we have
been able to move to key
stage bubbles (2 classes
per bubble) and we have
done a sports day and
just returned from a
Year 5 & 6 residential
visit, making
the
most of our beautiful loc
al Devon area. We are
also working hard to
renew our Eco School
Green Flag award and
our Recognised Forest
School
Provider
status. We celebrated
World Ocean Day with a
virtual tour of Plymouth
National
Marine
Aquarium and we have
a music day planned in a few
weeks along with an art
project with the local
University and hopefully a
visit from a theatre group
for KS1 and a visit out of for
each class. We are trying to
end the year on some fun
and normality for children!
Fingers crossed we can
continue until the end of
term with no positive cases
and no bubbles closed as we
have managed this now for
15 months! As always I am
very lucky to have an
incredible group of staff and
families who make all this
happen!

*********************************************************************************

Jen Harvey – Shipley CE Primary – near Horsham, West Sussex
Since returning to school, the children at
Shipley CE Primary near Horsham, West
Sussex, have been immersed in the
curriculum. Learning about Japanese
culture started with a visit to a stunning
Japanese garden, inspiring some
fantastic art work, The children also had
a virtual flight to Tokyo, complete with
with in-flight entertainment and cabin
service. Year 6 pupils acted as check-in
staff, passport control, security and
cabin crew to make it as realistic as
possible. The pilot, Captain Borie, made
sure it was a smooth and pleasant flight.
On arrival in Japan, the children
attended a Japanese tea ceremony and
learned how to greet people in Japanese.

Sachiko, a Japanese teacher, visited to
share some of the aspects of Japanese
culture, including traditional dress.
She taught the children to make
origami cranes and butterflies as the
older year groups had been reading
the poignant story of Sadako and the
Thousand Paper cranes.

Children in Years 3 and 4 linked with some children in Tokyo who were learning English. Zooming
was fun and they found they had many things in common, including Pokemon!
The school are grateful to The Japan Society for supporting the cultural study and providing
wonderful books, a Japanese feast and cherry blossom trees to plant in the school grounds.’

The staff have been impressed with the way the children threw themselves into learning. We can
see the impact on pupils’ skills development but most importantly, on their engagement. They have
been able to build up their stamina for learning in a creative way without the pressures of national
tests and the squeezing of the creative curriculum.

Small Schools Month/Week
As you may recall, in previous years we have encouraged schools to take one event during the
summer term and designate it as being to celebrate the work of Small Schools. In the past we have
taken one week as being set aside for that purpose but recently the month of June has given greater
scope and capacity for such events.
The pandemic of 2020 meant that this event could not take place and it was thought that a similar
fate would occur in 2021.
However our good friends at Clough in Risegate Primary School in Lincolnshire surprised us with
this…….

Small School’s Week 2021
Every year we choose a theme and then plan various days out, guest speakers and activities for the
children to enjoy. This year’s theme was The Great Outdoors. Due to the restrictions in place this
year we had to be adapt activities over the academic year but we were determined to still hold this
annual event which is much enjoyed by both children and staff. We’ve always placed mental health
and wellbeing high on our list of priorities for both children and staff but after what has been the
most difficult of years ever seen in education, now more than ever, it was important to ensure we
reward and celebrate what makes us unique. Everyone’s worked tirelessly to provide for our
families and community and this week was our reward to ourselves for getting through these
difficult times together and celebrating how special it is to be part of a small, rural, community
primary school.

Monday 21st June - National Music Day
All children took part in the ‘Live’ Music Day broadcast along
with many other schools nationally. They enjoyed learning new
songs and listening to a variety of music, Children then made
their own music and UKS2 used basketballs in PE to keep the
beat.

Tuesday 22nd June - National Windrush Day
This was very much a science-based day with lot of junk
modelling and boat building challenges. Younger children
looked at floating and sinking, whilst older children had the
challenge of constructing a bridge for boats to navigate. In the
afternoon, the children designed and made kites and carnival
masks to celebrate carnival time in the Caribbean countries.
Wednesday 23rd June – Clough Angels

Each bubble walked up at different points during the day to our
local Clough Church. Just before the first lockdown our carved
angels appeared on the BBC show ‘The Repair Shop’ and this
was our first opportunity to visit and see our angels back to their
former glory. Rev Walters provided a virtual assembly on
Microsoft TEAMs beforehand to provide some history behind
the angels and how they came to be at our small local church.
Belgian immigrants came to live in our small village directly
after the war and the local vicar at the time helped to find them
accommodation and jobs on the land. In thanks, they carved our
wonderful angels and whilst they were originally gold, parish
members at the time didn’t want them to be stolen, so they
painted over them! Thanks to the professional craftsman on the
BBC programme, they were restored to their former glory and
brought back home to be kept safe for all to visit and see. The
children enjoyed a lovely walk to the church and then some
quiet time sketching and devising stories about the angels in this
peaceful setting.

Thursday 24thJune - Den Day

This is an annual event now in Small
School’s Week for us. Since our first week,
about five years ago, the children always
ask when Den Day is. We are fortunate to
have a large school field surrounded by
trees and over the years we’ve collected a
variety of equipment like tarpaulins,
drain pipes, string etc ready for Den Day.
Our children also had a virtual ‘Willow
Weaving’ workshop from a local artist
who sent the packs into school and then
demonstrated how to make willow hearts
and butterflies on the day. These now
look fabulous in our nature area. Lots of
team
building,
resilience
and
perseverance needed on this day!
Friday 25th June
Final Celebrations and The BIG Picnic
Weather stopped play on this day so we
couldn’t picnic outside, however this
didn’t stop our bubbles from celebrating
the end of Small School’s Week. We
donned wellies and raincoats to still
complete our outdoor treasure hunts
whilst the older children worked on their
orienteering and map skills with our PE
specialist. We rounded off the day with a
virtual celebration assembly to award
Star of the Week certificates and to look
back over the week at all that we have
learnt and experienced.

Clough in Risegate – From Farm to Fork Curriculum

During Small School’s week, we continued to work hard on our Farm to Fork Curriculum- an area
that we’ve invested heavily in over the past few years. We’ve seen a huge impact in attainment and
progress which we feel is linked to our outdoor provision but also, very importantly, we’ve seen
children grow in confidence, independence and resilience. Our Farm to Fork work provides a strong
foundation for all our other curriculum areas. Children take part in lots of outdoor maths, writing
opportunities and science, all linked to our F2F project. Our children have developed a fantastic
planting and growing area with extended gardens and a new polytunnel. We were also lucky enough
to secure funding support to install a new curriculum kitchen, so that all the food we produce can
be turned into delicious meals and recipes to help promote our Healthy Food status. Our chickens
even provide the eggs for our baking and our children love nothing more than planting, growing and
then cooking the food that they produce. Gone are the days where our children thought that carrots
only came from Morrison’s!

Footnote:
On June 29th I was delighted to visit Clough in Risegate School
And see the fruits (or rather the vegetables) of their labours. On
The tour of the school the first room visited was the kitchen where
Courgette Fritters were baking in the oven. Prepared by the children to a very simple recipe
(complete with nutritional information), a recent glut of this vegetable was being used. This is the
norm where the vegetables grown were either cooked fresh from the garden or were frozen for
later use.
Outside groups of children were engaged in a range of tasks in weeding, preparing the ground for
the planting of fruit trees of digging up potatoes. The polytunnel was being made ready for
further planting and plans are afoot to return the school chickens to their rightful place in the
garden.
School meals are sourced locally and the children regularly visit this supplier to learn more about
the journey of their food. The school also acts a community hub for the local food bank.
It was a pleasure to see how the ‘From farm to fork’ has become embedded within the school
curriculum and the enthusiasm which the children showed in their work in the garden.
As for the courgette fritters – they were delicious!
As you will have seen in previous Newsletters, NASS is pleased to be a member of the School Food
Plan Alliance (SFPA) seeking ways to continue the improvements in food served in schools.
At a recent meeting a presentation was made by the ‘Adopt a School Trust’ which seeks to develop
a holistic view of food amongst pupils. They have kindly contributed the following article which
has links to the work being undertaken at Clough in Risegate

Maintained Nursery Schools – some growing concerns
Section 6 on the NASS Charter for Children reads:
‘Maintained nursery schools are small schools too: they provide developmentally
suitable education for diverse families.
Recognised by OFSTED as the phase which achieves the most
outstanding inspections’
Early Education conducted a survey and their findings make for disturbing reading.
“A new survey carried out by Early education, NAHT, NEW and UNISON has revealed that over a third
(34%) of Maintained Nursery Schools are cutting staffing services to balance their books as a result of
lost income and additional Covid costs, coupled with a lack of certainty over the funding they will receive
from spring 2022.
Maintained Nursery School leaders reported losing an average of over £70,000 of income, as well as
having to spend an extra £8,000 for additional Covid-related costs.
Unlike some other schools, Maintained Nursery Schools were not eligible for exceptional cost funding for
Covid from government and so have had to bear the brunt of these costs themselves. They were also not
eligible for some government schemes which benefited private providers in the sector such as the business
rates holiday or business loans.
The survey has demonstrated that the long-term future of many nursery schools is now seriously at risk.
Almost half (46%) of respondents said that at the end of March 2021, they would be in deficit for the year.
The average deficit reported was £76,000. Worryingly, only 23% of respondents confirmed that they
could continue to operate within their current funding levels and over one in five (21%) reported that
they have financial recovery plans in place or under discussion.
As a result of ongoing pressure from parents and the sector, the government has now finally confirmed
funding for the next two terms. However, despite ongoing promises from government to find a long-term
funding solution, these schools still have no clear picture of what their funding will look like beyond next
spring. As things currently stand, they will be asked to allocate places without knowing what their
budgets will be.
These latest findings suggest that the ongoing lack of certainty, coupled with the financial pressures of
Covid continues to put the long-term sustainability of this vital sector at severe risk.
Notes: 200 of England’s remaining 389 maintained nursery schools responded to the online survey in
March /April 2021. They were spread across 75 local authorities

With this survey in mind we contacted one of our MNS members – Kate Marnoch from
Kingsdown Nursey in Lincoln, for comment. This is her report.
The funding for Maintained Nursery Schools has been precarious for several years now. We were
promised, by DfE, a funding formula that would be fair to all EY settings whilst recognising the
importance of MNS, especially in areas of deprivation, where the majority are situated. This funding
formula was postponed due to the general election, then Brexit and finally Coronavirus. The date for
any decisions has yet to be announced, and we limp along year by year not knowing if our current
levels of funding are going to be guaranteed term by term.
MNS typically have more children receiving EYPP and Deprivation funding than the PVI settings. We
also have more children with complex additional needs. Last year I had 53 out of 65 children receiving
Deprivation funding, which gives you some indication of the challenges we face.
Unlike Primary Schools we don’t receive a block allocation, we only get funded per child attending,
previously we had funding for all children on roll whether or not they were actually in school. MNS
usually have 3 intakes a year, so knowing for the year what your funding is going to be helped
maintain quality staff for the whole year. Funding based only on children’s actual attendance makes
that quite difficult and there is often a scrabble for a quality teacher for the summer term when
numbers are at their highest.
The lack of clarity around funding means employing many staff on temporary contracts, with no
stability for them or us, not replacing staff when they leave and increasingly more jobs landing on
the already broad shoulders of the Headteacher. Many MNS Heads lock and unlock their schools every
day, grit the car park and playground in the winter and are not doing these jobs as a short term cover
but for months at a time due to an ever perilous budget. My school spent over £21,000 on Covid safety
measures, including extra staff hours to ensure the children were in discreet bubbles, boxes of
disposable gloves, masks, disinfectant needed for all the additional cleaning of resources etc. Every
corner you turn in nursery seems to have a pedal bin situated there, as directed by some of the first
DfE guidance. We were unable to furlough our lunchtime supervisors who remained on fully pay for
4 months during which time only a handful of keyworker children stayed for lunch. The lunchtime
supervisors are usually paid by children paying to attend lunch club, so our income was down but our
expenditure remained the same.
There has been an All Party Parliamentary Group for at least 3 years now looking at funding for MNS.
It was also disrupted by elections and Covid but is meeting again. MPs make the right noises about
recognising the importance of MNS for our most vulnerable children, and while organisations such
as Early Education fight to keep this firmly at the top of the EY agenda, whilst funding remains
guaranteed only term by term I wonder if we will see that support translated into positive action or
whether yet more MNS face closure as many have done over the past 2 years.
This is a serious situation and we at NASS will continue to devote all our efforts to ensuring that
this ‘Jewel in the Crown’ of the education world is allowed to flourish and provide our youngest
pupils every opportunity to gain the groundwork they need for their journey through school life.

Whilst ZOOM has been a valuable resource in opening up avenues of communication between
colleagues, a more immediate opportunity has come through the Small School Chat Group on
Twitter.
Here Julie Kelly, the NAHT Liaison Officer for NASS gives and insight into the benefits seen
from the Chat Group.

Small School Chat on Twitter
This group has been a life saver and also a way into joining NASS, as most of us are already
members and because meetings have been virtual, more headteachers are coming to meetings as
well.
It is just wonderful to compare small school
strategies with heads in Yorkshire, Cumbria,
Cornwall, Hampshire and every conceivable small
school tucked away in the UK.
It has been a privilege to discuss all sorts of topics,
including the Reception Baseline as we awaited our
packs and wondered where our notifying emails
were!
Hot topics recently also included how we were all
covering Catch Up with varying choices ranging
from using current supply teachers known to the
children and HTLAs, to some use of the advertised
tutors.
We were also curious to how we arrange our mixed
classes with NOR ranging from 40 – 150, as small
schools vary greatly in size. However, as we all
know, numbers in year groups can vary each year
which affects the organisation. Most are trying to
prioritise EYFS and Year 6, but in practice these have
to mix with Year 1 or Year 5 with arrangements in
place to separate out for continuous provision and
SATs as well.
Recently members have also been recommending
books they have read, which have influenced their
practice and I particularly liked ‘The Quiet
Education ‘, which emphasises that we do not have
to be large extrovert establishments and that
quieter, smaller schools are really beneficial for
some children and have a special place in our
communities.
We would love to welcome new members!
Julie has also recommended “Putting Staff First” by John Tomsett & Jonny Uttley, Mentoring in
Schools by Haili Hughes and a main feature from the TES magazine on 3rd June which focused on
the value of small schools!

Royal Academy of Culinary Arts’ Adopt a School
Trust

Background
Adopt a School has been running for 31 years and reaches many
thousands of school children each year.
Members of The Royal Academy of Culinary Arts, and those
trained by us, are encouraged to work, voluntarily, with a local
school with the aim of passing on their knowledge and expertise
Our vision is that every child learns
π about food in a holistic sense and has the confidence to eat
well, be healthy and happy. Our programme helps children to develop healthy eating habits and
encourages an enthusiasm and interest in food and cooking, as well as giving an insight into the
hospitality industry.
What makes Adopt a School different from other food education programmes?
The unique ingredient is a programme delivered by professional chefs and highly trained
hospitality professionals. Not only are they able to impart their knowledge and extensive
experience, they ignite children’s enthusiasm and interest in food and the hospitality industry.
Benefits of the programme include, introducing children and young people to fresh food through
an animated approach to tasting, children developing the knowledge and skills to cook, choose and
eat healthy, tasty, sustainable food and encouraging children to reconnect with food and learn
about the wider impact of food on health and the environment which helps to develop healthier
habits.
The programme supports primary school teachers to deliver the
cooking & nutrition element of the primary curriculum and
offers an insight into the hospitality industry.
How does it work?
Each session (Taste and Sensory, Knife Skills, Practical and
Front of House) lasts for approximately an hour and is devised
specifically to take place within the classroom. These sessions
work on both practical and theoretical levels - learning by doing - using taste and sensory sessions;
knife skills for vegetable and fruit preparation; the journey of wheat to actual bread making; table
etiquette; farm visits and growing. Each lesson is underpinned by basic hygiene rules, healthy
eating and nutrition based around seasonal food and the five food groups. During every session
we re-cap on the previous content to reinforce learning. Fun is a key driver!
Involvement in the programme means:
• The chef will deliver three sessions in an academic year
to one year group (usually Year 4 or Year 5) which
includes a taste and sensory session and practical
sessions which will involve food preparation.
• All ingredients and equipment are provided. The chef
volunteers their time.
• All sessions are delivered in a classroom and no cooking
facilities are necessary.
• Each session lasts around 60 minutes.

Moving forward
Throughout the past year during lockdown, the Adopt a School team have experimented delivering
the programme virtually via Zoom, or similar. This way of working has proved efficient and has
enabled us to reach more schools, and those further away, that we would not have been able to reach
in person. Whilst we do strive to deliver the Adopt a School sessions in person, we are looking at ways
of taking the programme online to further expand our network of schools.
Schools who require virtual sessions will have a choice of how best to work with our chefs. Either one
of our team will source the ingredients and send these ahead of the session in a cool box, at an
additional cost to the school. Or the school provides their own ingredients, following the instructions
from our chefs.
Chef On The Farm
Our Chef On The Farm project has now been running for
eight years, mainly in the Midlands and North West regions.
This project promotes cooking from fresh farm ingredients,
to encourage children to make the link in between farm to
fork.

.

During these sessions the children break into two groups
and each has the opportunity for a farm tour accompanied
by the farmer and a member of the LEAF team with the
chance to ask lots of questions. The groups swap places after
an hour and work with the chef to prepare the meal. One
group might be involved in the main course and the second
with the dessert.

At lunchtime an important part of the day is the sitting down together to share the food they have
helped to prepare. Everyone is encouraged to sample the food which may be a dish they have not tried
before. In the afternoon, the children take part in further activities which explore the biodiversity of
the farm.
If you would like to find out more about our low-cost sessions, or if you are interested in trialling a
virtual session, please contact Juliet Snow, Programme & Events Co-ordinator –
julietsnow@raoca.org.uk.
*********************************************************************************************

** Stop Press!
There have been reports that the reduction in numbers of lorry drivers is having an impact upon the
delivery of food for school meals.
If you have been impacted in this way, then please contact NASS as soon as possible so that this matter
can be reported to the next SFPA meeting on July 23.

Reminder…..
NASS was originally founded to protect small schools against closure and we still see this as a
valuable part of our work. Over the years we have amassed a wealth of material and knowledge
about the correct procedures which must be adhered to when external bodies seek to effect a school
closure. These are regularly updated based upon legislation and previous experience.
We have been able to support an individual school recently in their fight against closure and
provided governors and colleagues with a range of strategies to meet a specific set of challenges.
So remember you are NOT alone.
If you have concerns about the future of your school then please make contact as soon as possible
and we will make every effort to support you.
*******************************************************************************************
Join NASS today
Please join us and help to support our work.
As a charity NASS exists for all small schools as a professional association and a community
organisation.
Subscription fees per year:
Please tick below the level of membership you wish to take up:
Personal £10 Individual School £15 Organisation/Associate £20 Corporate Groups £100
Title: …………. First Name: ……………………….
Surname: ………………….. Tel: ……………………
Email: ……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………..
Address: ………………………………………………..
……………………………. Post Code: ………………
School or Organisation: …………………………….
…………………………………………………………….
Payments may be made to:
NASS, Co-operative Bank, Account no. 65460203 Sort Code 089299
Cheques sent to: Barbara Taylor, Secretary, Quarrenden’, Upper Red Cross Road, Goringon-Thames RG8 9BD

